For many Americans, the term *postsecondary education* conjures up images of a bachelor’s degree, often earned by a student who enrolls in college right after high school, with experiences that might include dorms, football games, and fraternity parties. But, in fact, there is a much wider variety of postsecondary education and training experiences in the United States that are helping prepare individuals for the workforce and provide pathways to the middle class. Many training and education experiences result in postsecondary credentials, and these credentials range from industry certifications and apprenticeship certificates to graduate degrees. The population of individuals receiving these postsecondary credentials is also diverse, though demographic differences in who earns these credentials persist.

What types of postsecondary education and training credentials are individuals in the United States earning? And who is earning these postsecondary credentials? This Perspective describes the different types of postsecondary credentials being earned and the demographic characteristics of individuals earning them.
What Types of Postsecondary Credentials Can Individuals Earn?

Each year, millions of postsecondary credentials are awarded to individuals in the United States who complete education and training beyond a high school diploma (or equivalent). These credentials often signify completion of some type of education or training program and provide information to employers about the knowledge, skills, and abilities that individuals hold.

Next, we provide an overview of four common types of postsecondary credentials.

Degrees

Degrees are awarded by accredited colleges and universities. Bachelor’s degrees are the most commonly awarded; requirements include coursework that typically requires full-time enrollment of four years and completion of both general education coursework and specialized coursework in a major field of study. Associate degrees are awarded for the completion of two years of coursework, with some requiring general education coursework (e.g., transfer degrees) and others focused on more applied coursework. Finally, individuals are awarded graduate degrees for more advanced coursework that is completed after a bachelor’s degree, typically requiring one to four additional years of coursework. Degrees at all levels are awarded in a wide range of fields, including science, liberal arts, and business. Many colleges award applied degrees (e.g., Associate or Bachelor of Applied Science) for technical fields in addition to the more traditional degree fields (e.g., Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science).

Educational Certificates

Many two-year colleges and some universities offer credit-bearing educational certificates, which require somewhat less coursework than a degree. Educational certificates are more narrowly focused on education and training to prepare an individual for a specific occupation or profession and are also categorized according to classification of instructional program codes. Certificates are commonly classified in three ways, according to length of study: short-term (requiring less than one year of undergraduate coursework), long-term (requiring one to two years of undergraduate coursework), and graduate (varying in length from weeks to two years).

Many education and training institutions also offer noncredit certificates that identify individuals who have completed coursework that does not award college credit toward the certificates and degree programs. These programs are often funded and provided separately. Noncredit certificate programs can range in length from a few weeks (e.g., coding bootcamps) to a year for programs that look similar to short-term credit-bearing certificates. Noncredit educational certificates are provided by a wide variety of organizations that include technical and community colleges and training and employment centers. There is also a wide variety of noncredit training opportunities that do not result in a credential.

Industry Certifications and Licenses

Industry certifications and licenses provide recognition that an individual has met certain standardized criteria for work in a particular industry or occupation. To earn industry-recognized credentials, applicants are often
assessed against specified criteria. Assessments include exams, portfolios of work products, and other means that can help determine an individual’s relevant knowledge, skills, and abilities. Holders of industry certifications and licenses often must continue to demonstrate that they meet these criteria periodically to maintain the credential.

Industry credentials are developed and awarded by third-party standard-setting organizations (e.g., professional associations) rather than educational institutions, and state licensing agencies are typically responsible for setting licensing requirements. However, credit and non-credit educational programs are often designed to prepare students for industry certifications and licenses, so there may be overlap in the information that different credentials provide about an individual’s preparation for a job. Some industry certifications and licenses require individuals to have completed educational coursework (e.g., a certified public accountant (CPA) must have a bachelor’s degree).

Apprenticeships

Apprenticeships combine classroom instruction with on-the-job training and typically result in an industry-recognized credential. Employers are the lead organizations responsible for identifying and hiring apprentices, but they often partner with postsecondary education and training institutions to deliver college coursework and award college credit for this coursework. The U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) sets standards for and funds many of the apprenticeships in the United States through the Registered Apprenticeship program. The program typically requires a minimum of one year of on-the-job learning and recommends 144 hours of classroom learning, though the length of apprenticeship and the specific course and on-the-job training requirements vary across different opportunities. Apprenticeships are offered in a wide range of fields, including health care, information technology, and advanced manufacturing. In 2019, there were more than 25,000 active Registered Apprenticeship programs across the country.

How Frequently Are Different Types of Postsecondary Credentials Earned by Individuals in the United States?

There are several ways to characterize the role of postsecondary credentials in U.S. education and training. We look first at the number of credentials awarded and then turn to the educational attainment of adults in the population. Additional detail on recent trends in postsecondary attainment is provided in a companion RAND Corporation Perspective, Trends in Postsecondary Education.

Education and training institutions in the United States award millions of postsecondary credentials each year. Figure 1 presents data on postsecondary education credentials awarded from the U.S. Department of Education and participants in common training programs overseen by the DOL. According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), bachelor’s degrees were the most commonly awarded postsecondary education credentials (more than two million in 2018–2019). Approximately one million credentials were awarded each at the graduate degree, associate degree, and certificate levels. Growth in bachelor’s and graduate degrees has been relatively contin-
uous over the past 15 years, while growth in shorter-term educational credentials accelerated during the period of the Great Recession and has since plateaued.

The WIOA is the most prominent federal workforce training initiative in the United States. Figure 1 indicates that in recent years, WIOA provided training to approximately 250,000 adults annually through its adult training and dislocated workers programs. Not all of the individuals receiving WIOA training complete it. Further, only 63 percent of those who complete the program earn a cre-
dential; recent data suggest that approximately 50,000 individuals received credentials from WIOA training annually. The credentials earned through WIOA training are typically industry certifications and licenses or noncredit educational certificates. While comparable data prior to 2017 were not available, a 2019 DOL report suggests that the size of the initiative peaked in 2009 at nearly 600,000 individuals trained after climbing from fewer than 200,000 participants in the years prior to 2008.

The Registered Apprenticeship program reported approximately 80,000 completers annually. Apprenticeship completers receive a nationally recognized Certificate of Completion from the DOL.

There are no comparable federal data collected on the number of industry certifications and licenses that are awarded each year. However, to get a sense of how many individuals earn these certifications, we can examine two of the most commonly required certifications and licenses in U.S. job postings: CPA and Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) Certificate. According to available data, there were nearly 660,000 actively licensed CPAs in the United States, while there were just over 57,000 individuals with active entry-level ASE certification.

Nationally representative surveys offer another source of information on the role of postsecondary credentials in U.S. education and training, documenting the percentage of adults over the age of 25 holding different types of credentials. Nearly two-thirds of adults earned some sort of postsecondary education. Specifically, 10 percent of adults had earned an associate degree, 23 percent had earned a bachelor’s degree, and 14 percent had earned a graduate degree. The remaining 16 percent reported some college but no degree, a group that may have included individuals with an educational certificate, those with industry credentials, and those who completed some coursework without earning a credential. National data indicate that 17 percent of adults reported holding a license, and an additional 2 percent hold a certification without a license. Individuals with at least a bachelor’s degree were more likely to hold a license or certification than those without a bachelor’s degree.

Who Is Earning Postsecondary Credentials?

The population of individuals who seek postsecondary education and training in the United States is diverse. Consider the population of students who enrolled in degree-granting postsecondary institutions in 2017: Twenty-seven percent of enrollees were over the age of 25, and 45 percent of enrollees came from racial and ethnic minority groups. Approximately 5 percent of all enrollees in degree-granting institutions were foreign students.

Yet significant disparities exist in U.S. postsecondary attainment by race and ethnicity. Figure 2 indicates that approximately 67 percent of White adults and 74 percent of Asian adults reported having some type of postsecondary education, compared with 55 percent of Black adults and about 40 percent of Hispanic adults. Disparities were most prominent at the bachelor’s and graduate degree levels, with 40 percent of White adults and 58 percent of Asian adults earning at least a four-year degree, compared with 26 percent of Black adults and 18 percent of Hispanic adults. White adults in the United States were also more likely to earn licenses and certifications (26 percent) rela-
The data in Figure 2 do not allow us to examine the racial and ethnic characteristics of individuals who earned educational certificates of two years or less, as these individuals are grouped into the “some college” category with individuals who dropped out of college without a credential. We can turn to data from the U.S. Department of Education to examine who is completing short-term educational certificates of two years or less. As of 2019, 53 per-

**FIGURE 2**

Percentage Earning Postsecondary Credentials, by Race and Ethnicity
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**SOURCES:** Data on educational attainment were obtained from U.S. Census Bureau, 2020a. Data on certifications and licenses were obtained from U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, undated.

**NOTES:** College attainment bars indicate the percentage of adults ages 25 and older reporting that they received some postsecondary education, with shading to indicate highest level of education received. Industry credential bars represent the percentage of adults ages 16 and older reporting that they currently hold a certification or license. Many individuals are represented in both bars; they hold postsecondary degrees and industry certifications or licenses.
cent of individuals residing in the United States between the ages of 18 and 24 reported their race and ethnicity as White, non-Hispanic. White individuals were overrepresented among those earning bachelor’s degrees (65 percent) but were not overrepresented among those earning a certificate of two years or less (53 percent).

Data on educational attainment by sex indicate that women now outpace men at every level of postsecondary education. Nearly 37 percent of women reported earning at least a bachelor’s degree, compared with 35 percent of men. Women were also more likely to report an associate degree (11.2 percent versus 9.5 percent) and slightly more likely to report some college, no degree (15.8 percent versus 15.5 percent). Approximately 30 percent of women over the age of 24 reported holding a certification or license, compared with just 23 percent of men.

**Implications for Further Data Collection and Research**

This Perspective highlights the wide range of education and training credentials that individuals in the United States can earn beyond a high school diploma. We documented the numbers and characteristics of individuals completing these different types of credentials. These analyses highlighted several takeaways regarding public data on postsecondary credentials and future areas for research.

1. More consistent and robust data collection across different types of education and training credentials would be valuable. Data on credential awarding from the U.S. Department of Education and DOL were not consistent. We faced particular challenges accessing high-quality public data on credentials earned through DOL programs, including broken links to historical data reports, webpage data sources that may lack permanence, inconsistencies in reporting across years and programs, and a lack of information on the demographic characteristics of credential-earners. Federal data on industry certifications and licenses awarded annually were not available. National surveys about educational credentials are also limited in that they do not ask about educational certificates (instead grouping these certificate-earners with college dropouts under the “some college” category), despite one million of these credentials being awarded in the United States each year.

2. Additional research on whether and how individuals combine different types of credentials could be valuable. Some individuals may be earning multiple credentials throughout their careers, and it would be valuable to understand more about how individuals earn and combine...
credentials (e.g., what types and fields, when in careers, where earned).

3. Additional work is needed around issues of racial and ethnic equity. More research is needed to understand why Black and Hispanic students are underrepresented among those earning degrees and industry licenses and certifications, what aspects of the education and training system may be driving inequity, and what policies and programs are effective in achieving equity.
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About This Perspective

Individuals in the United States can pursue a variety of different types of postsecondary education credentials. This Perspective describes four common types: degrees, certificates, industry certifications and licenses, and apprenticeships. Bachelor’s degrees are the most commonly awarded postsecondary credential in the United States (approximately two million each year), though at least one million each of associate degrees, graduate degrees, and certificates are also awarded annually. Programs such as apprenticeships and dislocated worker programs also provide training to hundreds of thousands of adults each year, and these programs often result in industry-recognized credentials. In national surveys, 47 percent of Americans report holding some type of degree, and approximately 20 percent report holding a license or certification. While those earning postsecondary credentials are diverse, disparities by race and ethnicity remain. White individuals are more likely to have earned bachelor’s and graduate degrees and more likely to hold licenses and certifications relative to Black and Hispanic individuals. Women are slightly more likely to earn postsecondary education credentials of all types relative to men.
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